Felt Pumpkin House
Needle Felting Kit
- Super fun, beginner friendly -

#feltautumnleafbowl
Project Design by Peta Korb of Country Chicks Creations, Australia
Variation on design by Marie Spaulding

Living Felt 2440 E Highway 290, Ste E1 Dripping Springs, TX 78620
Phone 877-665-5790 | 512-894-2099 | www.livingfelt.com

Supplies Used in this Project:

PFM 19micron Merino Prefelt, 1/8 yd in 6 colors
Grab an Autumn Bundle of Prefelt here
Tools Used:
Multi Needle Felting Tool (ours is loaded with 42Triangle needles)
**the tool Marie used on the video will be available October 2019...get on
our email list to get notified when it goes on line
Earth Harmony Needle Felting Foam
Leaf Pattern (included in this download)
Resist Material
Olive Oil Soap
Scissors
Straight Pins
Towels
Hot Water

Watch the free video tutorial for fun
and easy wet felting project.
On youtube - search: #feltautumnleafbowl
on the Living Felt Website under Youtube
Videos

Our Special Thanks to Living Felt BFF, Peta
Korb for sharing this tutorial. During a visit to
Living Felt in 2019, Peta came up with this
project as a sample for learning to work with
our prefelt. She agreed to share it as a tutorial
and felt-a-long with our community. The
pages that follow are Peta's directions for this
project. In the video tutorial, Marie Spaulding
shows a variation to the original...giving you
even more ways to explore this very cool
project.
We think the "pointy" leaves are what make it
so interesting in outcome, and any variation in
colors will render beautiful results...even if you
go monochrome, full on beachy, etc.

AUTUMN LEAF BOWL

AUTUMN LEAF BOWL
Designed and created by Peta Korb
Textile Artist, Country Chicks Creations.
Materials:
Living Felt Prefelt assorted autumn colours
Needle felting tool
Needle felting mat
Plastic
Resist material
Leaf Template
Soapy water
Ball Brouse

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Position leaf template on two sheets of
LF prefelt
(I used two colours)

Remove template and tack entire area
using
pen
tool

Repeat till you have 9 leaves, alternating
colours

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Colour planning and shrinkage sample
LF prefelt: Burnt Orange, Carrot,
Dandelion,
Garnet,
Honeycomb,
Tangelo, Zinnia

Circular resist – 9.5 inches diameter

Leaf resist 6.5 inches at widest

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Position resist on a sheet of thin plastic
double the size of the resist. Position
resist so half the plastic can be used to
put on top of the resist.

Layout 5 – 6 leaves on one side of resist,
leaving top edge open approx. 2 inches.
Leaves should overflow the edge areas
of the circle resist.

Step 11

Step 12

Step 13

Step 14

Wet out – showing close up of top edge
being
left
open

Bring extra plastic on top of the wet
layout and press down all over, wetting
prefelt the whole way through and
pushing out any extra water. Lift plastic
and add more water if needed.

Sandwich layout between hands and flip
to other side. Peel back top layer of
plastic. Fold overhanging leaves to the
second
side
of
the
resist.

Take care at edges of resist to ensure
that the prefelt butts up against the resist
and there are no gaps or the prefelt will
felt to itself and cause a ridge. A bit of
gentle manipulation is needed to get the
shapes around the curve.

Leaf

resist

5

inches

at

tallest

Step 10

Wet

out

with

warm

soapy

water

Step 15

Step 16

Step 17

Step 18

Fill in the remaining area with 3 – 4
leaves, it will depend on how many were
used on the first side and how full a look
you want.

Wet out same as first side, reposition
plastic on top, press water through,
pushing
out
any
excess.

Tuck any overhanging parts of leaves to
the other side of resist. Double check the
edges are tight to the resist, the water
will have moved them out a bit.

Cover with plastic, soapy water on top of
plastic and gently massage, take time
around the edges of resist to get tight fit.
Flip over and repeat for other side.

Step 19

Step 20

Step 21A

Step 21B

Ensure layout has plastic top and
bottom. Roll up from the bottom edge
(that is the top is where there is no
prefelt) Walk roll in this direction
counting to 100. Unroll and recheck
edges.

Roll up from one side and walk roll in this
direction counting to 100

Check your piece, your prefelt should be
getting firmer and starting to shrink and
be able to take firmer rolling.

Check if any sections have not
connected as you would like and correct
at this stage or anytime during the walk
rolls.

Step 22

Step 23

Step 24

Step 25

Flip piece over, add more water if
needed and repeat with firmer rolling
first from bottom and then from other
side.

Remove the resist and continue to full in
the method of your choice. More
vigorous rolling, tossing, transitioning
from hot to cold water.

Fulled to approx. 45% of original size

Manipulate into the shape you want,
using your hands or favourite tool. Pull
leaf points to desired position. No need
to stuff to dry as it holds its shape well.

Use of offcuts

Use of offcuts

Extra Small Offcuts

Extra Small Offcuts

Use your off cuts to create another
layout using the 9.5 inch resist again.
Layout overlapping pieces and mixing
up to get a good colour blend.

Off cuts layout ready to remove from
resist.

Use those tiny bits left over to create
another one, this resist was 5 inches
in diameter. The pieces are small so
don’t fuss with layout, just put a hand
full on and smooch them altogether.

5 inch resist layout with tiny scraps all
smooched together, ready for the
resist to come out.

